
DISTANCE LEARNING - THEATRE 
 
PLAYWRITING: OBSERVATION - Use your 5 senses to observe a room in your house. Document your observations. Choose 
one element: for example, a stain on the ceiling, a broken chair, a dusty picture. Turn that element into a character and write a 
monologue from that character’s perspective. What does the character want? Who are they talking to? 
  
PLAYWRITING: PICTURE PROMPT/SCENE SPURS - Google search an image using one of the following words:  abandoned, 
disaster, storm. Find an image without any people. Answer the following questions. Where is this? When was this picture taken? 
What happened here 5 minutes ago? What’s going to happen? Who took the picture and why? Use this information to write a 
5-minute one location, 2-character scene. 
  
PLAYWRITING: HEADLINE PROMPT - Find a headline either online, in the newspaper, or on TV.  What play could take place 
within this headline? Describe it in a paragraph. Brainstorm 10 possible characters. 
  
SONG IN A BOX - Choose a song and research the lyrics. Compile a list of actions or images that you feel embodies the theme 
and mood of your song. Transform a shoebox into a miniature proscenium stage simply by placing it on its side. Design a single, 
abstract, 3-dimensional set inside of the shoebox. Consider line, shape, color, and texture in your design. 
  
FAIRY TALE TABLEAU - Choose a fairy tale and read it to your family. Create a board of six tableau scenes (frozen pictures) 
that tell the whole story, using your family members. You must “direct” your family members in these tableau scenes, take 
pictures of each one and share. 
  
SONNET - Watch Patrick Stewart reading Shakespeare’s Sonnets (A Sonnet a Day). You can find him on Twitter and Instagram 
(@SirPatStew) and FB (Patrick Stewart) or search him on YouTube. Memorize and record yourself performing a sonnet of your 
choice.  
  
PLAY/MUSCIAL CRITIQUE - Watch the current free theatrical production of the National Theatre at Home 
on https://www.youtube.com/user/ntdiscovertheatre Write a personal response to the play. Is the play interesting (does it capture 
your attention and hold it)? Is it convincing (do you accept what you see)? Is it moving (do you feel something or respond to 
something)? Is it stimulating (does it give you something to think about)? 
  
SENSE EXERCISE - Create a performance where you experience something that focuses on one sense (touch, taste, smell, 
sight, sound). Come up with 3 ways of responding to that sense (vocal response, physical reaction, etc.). Do not rush through 
the moment. This should be a realistic slice of life where things happen in real time. 
  
TALL-TALE PERFORMANCE - Create a one-minute Tall-Tale performance (completely fabricated) to describe an experience. 
Make it as outrageous and detailed as you can. Tell your story as if it happened to you. Pay attention to vocals, emotional 
investment and physicality to bring your words to life! Perform for your family.  
 
TECH THEATRE: SEWING - Practice your sewing skills by making a face mask! There are several tutorials online and you can 
find one that uses things you have at home such as a bandana or an old t-shirt with hair ties or elastic. We’ve been encouraged 
to wear one when we go out. 
  
TECH THEATRE: SOUND FX DESIGN - Find a scary story and create 10 sound cues for it, creating and enhancing the scary 
environment of the story. Have someone read your scary story with a scary voice while you play your sound cues. 
  
THEATRE CAREERS - Research a career in Theatre. What training/education do you need? How much money do they make? 
What does their job entail and what does their day-to-day look like? Which colleges offer a program for this career? Would you 
be interested in that job? 
 
SONG PARODY - Write a parody song from a Broadway musical. You can see several examples on Twitter. Your parody should 
be about the Coronavirus or being Quarantined. You may either submit a video of you performing the song or submit the re-
written lyrics.  
 
PLAY REPORT - Read a play of your choice. Then write 2 paragraphs explaining the plot, which character(s) you would like to 
play (and why), and explaining your thoughts about the show. EXTENSION: Choose and memorize a monologue from this script 
to use as an audition piece. Explain why you chose this monologue to add to your repertoire.  
 
CONNECTION: CULTURAL RELEVANCE - Look at some of the performing arts that have been made in times of crisis/tragedy. 
(Examples: Bundibar Opera in the Terezin ghetto during WWII, 26 Pebbles after Sandy Hook, The Laramie Project) How does 
tragedy or disruption impact these pieces? What is revealed about the culture through this art?  
 
NATIONAL POETRY MONTH: POEM PERFORMANCE - Find a poem you love/enjoy/relate to, learn it, then record yourself 
reading/performing it. 


